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The rising interest for Gandhi 
in Italy 1

• Fifthy / forthy years ago it was very
difficult to have translated in Italian
and published an important book as
“The Life of Gandhi” of Louis Fisher.  
This has been published only 30 
years later, when the  personality and  
books of Gandhi started to be known
in our country.



The rising interest for Gandhi
in Italy 2

• This year two of the most important dailys
of the Italian left wing are celebrating the   
anniversary of the  death of Gandhi (30 
January): 1) ”Liberazione” with a special 
number about him, 2)  the “Unità”
ripublishing, and distributing, at a very low
prize,   a book  of G. Pontara, the best 
Italian student of Gandhi, “Against
barbary. The etical-political conception
of Gandhi and the XXI century ”



Life and work of Aldo Capitini 1

• The first person, in Italy, to study and write 
about Gandhi, was Aldo Capitini, an 
important philosopher and thinker, one of 
the few  University   professors  who, during 
the fascist regime,   refused to   enrole
themselves in   that  party,  and  were, 
therefore,  expelled from their job.

• In his  first book “Elementi di una esperienza
religiosa” (Elements of a religious 
experience)  he spoke about Gandhi, 
suggesting the  use of nonviolence to fight 
against dictatorship and injustices



Life and work of Aldo Capitini 2
• He wrote many books speaking about 

the importance of nonviolence, 
pleading for  a nonviolent total 
revolution in our country 

• He made  known  the techniques of 
nonviolence,   speaking of the main 
struggles of Gandhi in South-Africa and 
in India, and of those of Martin Luther 
King in USA.

• His ideas were inspired by Gandhi’s 
writings and his plea for a grass root 
democracy to be realised in  the 
villages.



Life and work of Aldo Capitini3

• Capitini strongly criticized formal 
democracy, based on delegation, calling it  
“the dictatorship  or the majority over the 
minorities”,  

• He proposed, in addiction, but not in 
substitution of this  kind of democracy,  a 
grass-root democracy based on a strong 
decentralization of power, and on what he 
called “the power of all”, which should be 
realised   through  public assemblies in 
factories, schools, villages,  towns, etc.



Life and work of Aldo Capitini 4

• He also organized, in September 1961, the 
first Peace March from Perugia to Assisi to
stress, in our country, the importance of the 
work for peace and nonviolence (a similar
march is still organized in that period every
two years)

• He founded also, in 1962, the Italian
“Nonviolent Movement”, still alive and active
(Capitini died in 1968), which is the Italian
section of the  WRI (War Resisters
International) which organizes, at the world 
level, conscientious objectors to war and 
violence.



Danilo Dolci, 
the, so called, Italian Gandhi 1

• Danilo studied architecture in Milan, but not glad t o 
construct houses for rich peoples he left his studi es:

• he went  to Nomadelfia, a community village, 
organized by a catholic priest, where children 
without parents were  adopted  in a family setting 

• Later   he went   to Trappeto (Palermo)   (a poor 
village in Sicily, where he  lived as a child with his 
father, head of the local  railway station) because  he 
remembered the misery of that village and wanted to  
work  to  uplift these people



Danilo Dolci, 
the, so called, Italian Gandhi 2

• In his many books, published in many languages, he 
used to say that: 

• the Italian state spends a lot for armies, police, and 
judges, for the repression of poor  people when the y  
cannot stand   any more their misery and rebel, 

• but does not spend any money to rescue them from 
their  poverty. 

• So through several means, fasts (individual and 
collective), articles, researches, and books 
especially based on life stories of these emarginat ed  
peoples,  he maid known, around the world, these 
problems, and through his constructive work he 
tried to help them to overcome their situation.



Danilo Dolci, 
the, so called, Italian Gandhi 3

• The action which made hem famous in Italy, and  
abroad , was the “reverse strike ”.

• He used to say: the workers who are employed can 
strike,  but  those who are unemployed, like most o f 
the local people,  cannot use this instrument of 
struggle. 

• So he invented  the “reverse strike”: he and some 
hundred peoples of that area went to a “trazzera” (a  
road which connected fields one to another) which 
was in a very bad state, and started to work  to 
repaire it, and  by   fasting  they asked that our 
Constitution, that says that everybody has the righ t 
to work, be accomplished, and that   work needed by  
the community should be paid. 



Danilo Dolci, 
the, so called, Italian Gandhi 4

• Danilo and some of the organisers 
were brought to prison and were  
denounced  for public soil 
occupation. 

• The best Italian lawyers came 
voluntarily to defend him and his 
companions from this charge, and 
they were acquitted  from that  
charge, but they had already  
suffered, for  some months,  
because of  previous 
imprisonment .



Danilo Dolci, 
the, so called, Italian Gandhi 5

• With the help of the local population, through a ki nd 
of intervention called by Danilo “planning from 
below”, he searched a way, with the active 
involvement of the population,  to overcome the 
misery of that area.

• They found that the construction of a dam could hel p 
the peasants to earn more, cultivating, instead of 
their usual production of  corn, products like frui ts 
and vegetables, which required much water, but 
which were more requested by the market and better 
paid

• In  addiction, the dam would avoid the rain water  to 
take away the best part of the  soil,  making this area   
like a desert.



Danilo Dolci, 
the, so called, Italian Gandhi 6

• Danilo and his co-workers (not only volunteers but a lso experts in 
agricultural development)  

• after having obtained the construction of the dam t hrough long 
nonviolent battles (fasts, marches, ad a public  de monstration  of the 
population of that area in front of the Italian Par liament in Rome)

• helped the peasants of that area to organize a coop erative which could 
keep low the prize of the water collected through t he dam

• and also buy  what was needed for their cultivation  at a lower prize, 
and sell their products at a  better prize

• So now that very poor area has become much richer a nd the misery is 
a memory of the old people

• After that  Danilo dedicated  his time to promote hi s pedagogical ideas 
of “ mutual maieutics”, a bidirectional pedagogy in which all are 
teachers and students

. 



Don Lorenzo Milani and his
“Obedience is no more a virtue”1
• Don Lorenzo, from a jewish family, become a 

catholich priest, but criticized the position of 
the Catholic Church: 

• for having  been in favour of  Crusades 
against the “non believers”, and for not  
objecting  to the so called “just war”,

• for having always been  at the side of the rich 
people and not  of  the poor ones



Don Lorenzo Milani and his
“Obedience is no more a virtue”2
• he defended the position of conscientious 

objectors who refused, as catholics, to do 
the military service. 

• For his ideas he was sent, by the Catholic 
Hierarchy, in a village on the mountains of 
Tuscany ,very far from cities and from the so 
called civilized area, but he helped the poor 
young people of that area to study and take 
conscience of the injustices of this world, 
and to become active in struggling against 
them through nonviolence.



Don Lorenzo Milani and his
“Obedience is no more a virtue”3
• For his ideas, considered as a support to the 

than illegal act  of  refusing the military  
compulsory service, he was put under trial. 

• He wrote his most important  writing,  as  a 
self-defence  toward the  judges: “The 
obedience is not anymore a virtue”, but he 
died young, by cancer, before the Tribunal 
could acquit him. 

• After his death the Italian Parliament 
approved a law to recognise the act of 
conscientious objection and to allow an 
alternative service.



Don Lorenzo Milani and his
“Obedience is no more a virtue”4
• Another important book, translated in many 

languages, has been written by him and  his pupils,  
in the school  he organized in that  village, throu gh a 
technique he had developed, the “collective writing ”. 

• This book  “Letter to a woman-professor” was a plea 
against the normal school who emarginated the poor 
people  who did not  speak  the language of the ric h, 
showing statistically the  loss of poor young 
students the School was making, and asking for a 
different kind of teaching which did not emarginate d 
them.

• His teaching, his writings, and his action, have be en 
very important to make known to young people and 
to the general Italian public the idea and the stre ngth 
of nonviolence



Giuliano Pontara and Gandhian
teaching against the new barbary

1
A fourth person, still living, important to
make it known the message of Gandhi in our
country, is Giuliano Pontara

He has been a conscientious objector to
military service, who, instead of going to
prison (in that period C.O. had to stay  in 
prison many years), choosed the exil and  
escaped to Sweeden.

Here, he studied Gandhi’s ideas and actions
and became professor of Moral Filosophy at 
the University of Stockholm



Giuliano Pontara and Gandhian
teaching against the new barbary

2
• After some years he could come back 

in Italy without going to prison, 
• to give lectures in several Italian

Universities, 
• to publish, for a very important

publisher, the best Italian anthology of 
Gandhian writhings , well known to all
our students of Gandhian thought



Giuliano Pontara and Gandhian
teaching against the new barbary

3
• He has also directed for years an

International University  for Peace Studies in 
North Italy (Rovereto- Trento) were students
from many countries came to study these
problems

• in his last book “l’Anti-barbarie” (Against
Barbary) , ripublished by “Unità” in many
copies,   he presents the gandhian ideas as
the best antidote to the spreading of nazist
ideology in the world



Giuliano Pontara and Gandhian
teaching against the new barbary

4
• For him the essential components of the 

nazist ideology, actually spreading in the 
world, are: 1) a world vision as a theatre of a  
mercyless struggle for supremacy; 2) the 
absolute right of the strongest; 3) politics
without any moral limit; 4) elitism; 5) 
contempt toward the weak; 6) the 
glorification of violence; 7)  the absolute
obedience seen as a sacred rule; 8) a fanatic
dogmatism



Giuliano Pontara and Gandhian
teaching against the new barbary

5
• Principles of a Gandhian nonviolent 

strategy (satyagraha and sarvodaya), 
seen, by Pontara, as essential elements
to overcome the new barbary: 1) 
abstention from violence; 2) 
commiment to truth; 3) self-sacrifice; 4) 
constructive action; 5)  active search 
for an agreement; 6) graduality of the 
means of struggle.



Giuliano Pontara and Gandhian
teaching against the new barbary

6
• The components of a nonviolent  culture  

to come out of barbary are: 1) 1) the 
vision  of the  world   as a theatre for
constructive forces; 2)  priority of 
democracy; 3) subordination of politics
to ethics; 4)  humility of   equalitarism ; 
5) empowerment of the weak; 6) the 
absolute refusal of violence; 7)  the  
responsability of disobedience; 8) 
antidogmatism.



Others important promoters of 
nonviolence in Italy

• These writers and actors were not the only ones to
speak and to practice nonviolence ( others to be
remembered,could be, for example, Padre Balducci, 
the Florence Maire Giorgio  La Pira, Pietro Pinna, an d 
others)

• The numerous conscientious objectors who refused
to do the military service , and were sent in prison,  
time ago  for many years, 

• Others who refused to pay taxes for the army, and 
were,  therefore, deprived of cars, salaries, or goo ds
(some times books on nonviolence)

• Many direct actions were organized, against the war
• All these acts have shown the importance of 

nonviolence for social change



Nonviolent actions in Italy
• Nonviolent Movement founded by Aldo Capitini, MIR, Italian 

section of IFOR (International Felloship of Reconcil iation), and 
other movements who had soon come to support the 
nonviolent idea and struggles as  the catholic orga nization  
“Pax Christy”, PBI (Italian section of  “Peace Briga des 
International”), etc., are struggling, also with ma ny other grass 
root groups, with a double way strategy   (toward i nstitutions 
and through the movement), against two   main probl ems: 

• 1) the militarization of our society and the  use of  war  and 
violence to solve international and internal problems,

• 2) the actual model of development who is increasing the  gap 
between rich and poor, searching for an alternative mode l of 
development which might solve problems of misery, and o f  
injustices, 



The work against war  1
• At the cultural level these groups are working:

• To spread in schools, at all levels, the education to
nonviolence;

• To create a group of  trainers in nonviolence who could teach
people   how to use these tecniques, and prepare them for
Nonviolent Direct Action;

• To improve, at the political level, the understanding of the real
meaning of nonviolence, considered not as reformism – i.e . a 
simple lack of violence, or a simple improuval of   low s - but as
a “nonviolent revolution” ( both in the hearts and in  the 
structures)

• To make conscious leftist partys of the importance of 
nonviolence to reach a model of society   which might
exclude exploitation through “socialism with a  human fa ce”



The work against war  2
• At the  legislative level:
• The recognition of  conscientious objection to the 

use of arms giving to young people the possibility of 
doing an alternative service which was obtained
finally in 1972. Now with the new law according to
which the military service is no more compulsory, 
but a profession, a law has been voted in order to
allow young people,  to offer a voluntary service for
Nonviolent Defence, and for helping marginalised
peoples (eldery, handicapped, poors, etc.) 

• The struggles of  C.Os obtained also the 
organization of a National Committee to advise the 
government in the  promotion of  Popular Nonviolent 
Defence

• bloccages and direct actions obtained also the 
reconversion of  the nuclear basis of Comiso (Sicily) 
in a civil airport



The work against war  3
• At the  legislative level:
• We obtained also a law for controlling arm selling to dictat ures and 

others undemocratic countries (the law was worsened by Ber lusconi
Goverment), and  the  banning, at the international level, of the use of  
anti-man mines, of which our country was one of the  main producer 
and sellers, 

• The right to give a part of taxes in order to pay peace acti ons,  
instead than for military expences (only partially recogni sed)

• We are struggling for the official recognition and organ ition of 
Nonviolent Peace Corps (Shanti Sena) to intervene, in e xternal and 
internal conflicts, in order to prevent or interrupt war  and violence, 
and after  to reconcile the  former enemies. Negotiati ons were
pending, in Italy, with the Prodi Goverment,  just f allen, and at  the 
European level,  for the implementation of this right al ready
recognised.

• The Italian Radical Party,  with Amnesty International,  and others
movements, obtained by our govemment the promotion,  at  the UN, of 
a moratoria of  death penalty  



The work for a new model of 
development 1

• We stopped, through direct actions and, 
later, through a referendum, the plan to build
a civil nuclear plant in  Capalbio (Tuscany) , 
and obliged the government to reconvert the 
already builded one in Montalto (Lazio).

• Many  individuals, spontaneous groups, and 
NGOs, work   for  the constructive idea of 
nonviolence: 

• implementing biological cultivations, 
• solar and other alternative energies, in order  

to overcome the nuclear and petrol 
dictatorship, 



The work for a new model of 
development 2

• Through the foundation of  the “Ethic Bank”,   whic h  
does  not lend  money to rich people, as banks do 
usually, but  for initiatives which could  implemen t  
the birth  of a new, sustainable, model of 
development

• to  implement  traid based on equity and solidarity,    
helping cooperatives and other grass roots projects  
in our, and in  other countries, 

• to organize travels, not just to see the beauties o f a 
country, but to visit also the alternative Gandhian
projects (as is doing in India,, among others, our 
elder daughter Alessandra)



A provisional conclusion
• Nevertheless, even though we Italians obtained, through  

nonviolence, many successes in our country, the road  in front 
of us is still very long and hard.

• Even the last left wing Italian government (Prodi),  got i nvolved
in  military interventions,  so called “against terror ism” (in 
Lebanon and in Afghanistan),   in reality increasing a nd 
fomenting it.

• The selling of arms by our industries is going on very well , 
also with the help of India which made agreements to buy
new arms from our industries. 

• The idea that development is good by itself, without sear ching
for an alternative model of development which could over come
the faults of the actual one, is very spread even among
people who call themself “left wing members” or progressi ve.

• In order to be really successful we must organize an
international movement. The globalization of the mark ets
requires, to be overcome, the globalization from below o f  
nonviolent movements.



The  functions of peace workers
for the uplifting of the marginalized peoples

(outcast) in  all countries
• 1) Awaking of cosciousness(Freire) to free poor people from the cultural 

imperialism of the upper classes. This phase includes a lso a   research, helped
by the Peace Workers (P.W.s), on the problems causing mi sery to better
understand how to work liberation from them.

• 2) Organization . Marginal groups rarely have the capacity to organize
themselves, and often they struggle one against the oth er, or they consider
groups even more marginalized responsable for their pover ty.This prevents
the change, and helps the continuation of injustices. The  PWs must help these
groups to organize and take decisions with the  “consens us model”. 

• 3) Networking . Other groups soffer of similar problems ,  and working  together
can have more chances to solve  them. PWs can help the research of these
groups and help  to find a common ground.

• 4) Training in  nonviolent forms of action. Rarely marginal groups know
nonviolence, and often they think it is as an instrument for the upper classes
to keep them quiet And   when they dont stand any more the structural
violence that keep them in this situation they tend to rebel with violence. This
makes them even more marginal.So PWs must train them in No nviolent Direct 
Action to struggle against the injuistices and  abuses t hey suffer .

• 5) Constructive projects. Nonviolence asks not to be concentrated only in 
struggle but to search, from the beginning , what have bee n called the 
“superordinated objectives” which bring the two parts in conflict to work 
together for a common goal  which can eliminate from th e roots the problems
both are suffering of  ( i.e., nuclear missiles at the world level)



The  functions of peace workers
in international conflicts

Nonviolent
Peace Forces

Local
Groups

International
Coordination

Peace
Embassies


